
Issue ID Priority Known Issue

DS481 High Inconsistent results on the Student-Step Rollup when individual KCs are selected and deselected.

DS530 High IE6: No Hypothesis field in Overview table

DS543 High

Student-Step Rollup table is missing steps if both a primary and secondary KC model is selected and 

one model includes a step that is not found in the other model.

DS559 High No tooltip over KC navigation box if the KC name has double-quotes.

DS579 High The average corrects value is wrong in the KC Model export.

DS598 High Import File Verification tool does not fail on invalid Time formats

DS599 High Std. Deviation Cuffoff does not re-enable when switching tabs.

DS601 High Correct Step and Assistance time queries slow when Std. Dev. cutoff set

DS610 High In IE7, the KC Sets dialog displays incorrectly within the context of the Error Report.

DS615 High The Student-Step Rollup table does not load if all KCs are deselected.

DS626 High The options on the Step Rollup navigation box do not refesh correctly.

DS630 High KC Model Import feature still needs some UI improvements.

DS461 Medium Cannot hide the full abstract after editing it on the Papers and Files page.

DS482 Medium Import Tool should ignore extra columns and make KC Category column optional.

DS527 Medium We should show the AIC and BIC values on the KC Models page.

DS529 Medium In IE6, the page grid controls don't display correctly.

DS536 Medium In IE6 and IE7, the 'Other…' option does not work.

DS538 Medium Long values in Dataset Info fields break the display.

DS539 Medium In IE6 and IE7, the tooltips display multiple times in the Performance Profiler graph.

DS544 Medium

The rows of the Problem Breakdown table should be ordered alphabetically by problem hierarchy, 

problem name, and problem step.

DS553 Medium In Safari, the redo image is not aligned corect for the date row.

DS562 Medium Custom fields are not displayed properly if they contain ampersands.

DS566 Medium In IE6, the page grid controls poke through the 'Building Export' dialog.

DS567 Medium In IE6 and IE7, the return link on the Help page is wrong.

DS575 Medium

A Javascript error occurs when clicking on the 'continue' button without choosing one of the two 

options.

DS593 Medium The tooltips expands with each subsequent hover.

DS597 Medium

In the Student-Problem Rollup, the KCs shown in the table is not correct when a subset of the 

available KCs are selected.

DS602 Medium

The unit of measure should be seconds for the problem latency in the Student-Problem Rollup and 

for Assistance and Correct Step Time for the Student-Step Rollup.

DS608 Medium

LFA values not displaying students with null values but does count them in the number of 

parameters.

DS609 Medium In Safari and IE6, some of the functionality of the KC Sets feature do not work properly.

DS611 Medium In IE7, the opportunity cutoff min and max are not displayed after a page refresh.

DS612 Medium In the Error Report by KC, the problems are listed in a single line, not on separate lines like before.

DS619 Medium KC Model import dialog incorrectly says user doesn't own model

DS632 Medium The Performance Profiler tooltip doesn't show the percent correct and incorrects like it did before.

DS638 Medium In the Student-Problem Rollup, deselecting all students or problems has no effect.

DS643 Medium

In the Performance Profiler, display the Problem Hierarchy in the tooltip when mouse over the 

problem name on graph axis.

DS644 Medium In the Performance Profiler, the order of cutoffs in navbox should match order in tool tip.

DS168 Low

In Safari, using the arrow keys in the text box causes the cursor to jump two items instead of just 

one.

DS170 Low Learning Curve: Colors are bouncing around when selecting and deselecting multiple samples.

DS313 Low Going back to home page always shows My Datasets

DS359 Low Exception on Export page if level hierarchy is reversed for some problems
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DS426 Low Clicking scroll bar closes sample filter popup (IE and Safari)

DS433 Low Order of columns in Sample Selector's preview table illogical.

DS464 Low

Difficult to see information in dropdowns on Dataset Info page when the length is greater than 

expected.

DS468 Low

On the Dataset Info page, the tooltip on Problem Breakdown table vertical controls doesn't always 

change on mouseover.

DS472 Low Chinese characters do not display for the titles of learning curves.

DS476 Low In the Performance Profiler, the tooltips do funky stuff in the Problem navigation box.

DS495 Low In IE6, comboboxes on the Sample Selector dialog poke through the help window.


